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Program
The DC Concert Orchestra Society
presents a concert by

The DC Concert Orchestra
Randall Stewart, Music Director

Sunday, May 5, 2019, 3:00 p.m.
Church of The Epiphany

Giovanni Gabrieli
Jennifer Higdon
Bedřich Smetana

Sonata Octavi Toni
blue cathedral
Ma Vlast
II. Vlatava
I N T E R M I S S I O N (15 minutes)

Éduoard Lalo

Symphonie Espagnole
I. Allegro non troppo
Eugene Kim, Violin

Ottorino Respighi

Pini di Roma
I. I Pini di Villa Borghese
II. Pini pressa una Catacomba
III. I Pini del Giancolo
IV. I Pini della Via Appia

Contributions to the DC Concert Orchestra Society are greatly appreciated.
To donate, visit: d c c o s . o r g / d o n a t e - D C C O

Music Director
Randall Stewart

Randall Stewart, Music Director of the
DCCO since 2014, previously served
as the Associate Conductor of the
Columbia Orchestra and Music Director
of the Baltimore Sinfonietta. As a guest
conductor, he has led the Catholic University
Symphony Orchestra, the Anne Arundel
Community College Orchestra, and the
D.C. Youth Orchestra Program. As an
opera conductor, he has led performances
of Catholic University’s productions of
The Merry Widow and L’incoronazione di
Poppea, as well as productions of Il Barbiere di Siviglia, Le Nozze di Figaro,
and Die Zauberflöte for coópera (New York City).
A passionate advocate of American composers, Maestro Stewart led
performances of works by Ives, Copland, Barber, and Schuman, as well
as contemporary works by Eric Whitacre and Michael Daugherty. In light
of this commitment, the DCCO presents blue cathedral by Jennifer Higdon
on today’s program.
Maestro Stewart has been a music teacher in Maryland since 1998, and
presently teaches instrumental music in Howard County Public Schools. He
studied with Gustav Meier, Kenneth Kiesler, Dan Lewis, and David Searle,
and holds a D.M.A. in Orchestral Conducting from The Catholic University
of America.
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Soloist
Eugene Kim, Violin,

is a
native of Northern Virginia, Eugene
is in his second season with the DC
Concert Orchestra. He served as
concertmaster for the American Youth
Philharmonic, Virginia Regional, and
All-state orchestras. He won first place
in the Maryland Symphony Concerto
competition, third place in the Fairfax
Symphony Concerto Competition, and
performed as a finalist in the National
Symphony Young Artist Competition at
the Kennedy Center. He studied with Viktor Danchenko at the Peabody
Conservatory before continuing his studies with David Russell at the
Cleveland Institute of Music.
During a hiatus from music, he joined the United States Navy and served
as a Nuclear Reactor Operator aboard the USS George Washington before
returning from active duty in 2012. Today, he works as an IT Consultant while
continuing to teach violin as an instructor for the Soulfege Music Studio.
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Program Notes
“Postcards”
Sona t a Oc t av i Ton i

Giovanni Gabrieli, ed. Robert King
b. ca. 1554, Venice
d. 12 August 1612, Venice
To understand the instrumental works of Gabrieli and his Venetian
contemporaries, one must first understand the space in which they worked.
St. Mark’s Basilica, the third church on that site and by then already ancient,
is a massive structure reflecting significant Byzantine influence, with high
balconies overlooking the crossing from which choirs frequently performed
antiphonally. This “polychoral” style flourished in Venice at the turn of the
17th century.
Sonata Octavi Toni was most likely performed before it was published as
part of a two-volume collection titled Sacre Symphoniae. The instruments
of Gabrieli’s time included the cornet, a wooden instrument that created a
sound by buzzing into a mouthpiece and using holes drilled into the tube to
change pitch; and the sackbut, an early version of the trombone. Today’s
version of the sonata, edited and transcribed for modern brass instruments
by Robert King, is performed from the opposing galleries of this church in
the same manner as the original composition.

blue cathedral
Jennifer Higdon

b. 31 December 1962, Brooklyn, New York
For Jennifer Higdon’s biography, see p. 10
Premiered in 2000 on commission by the Curtis Institute of Music in
Philadelphia, blue cathedral has attained the status of a contemporary
classic to which living composers aspire. Having suffered the sudden death
from skin cancer of her brother, Andrew Blue Higdon, at the time of its
commission in 1998, blue cathedral became a way for the composer to
work through grief in all its aspects.
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Central to the composition is the duet of the flute and clarinet – the principal
instruments of Jennifer and Andrew, respectively. Although loosely cast
in rondo form, the work takes on a strongly impressionist aspect. In Ms.
Higdon’s own program notes for blue cathedral, she wrote:
“…As I was writing this piece, I found myself imagining a journey 		
through a glass cathedral in the sky. Because the walls would be
transparent, I saw the image of clouds and blueness permeating
from the outside of this church. In my mind’s eye the listener would
enter from the back of the sanctuary, floating along the corridor
amongst giant crystal pillars, moving in a contemplative stance.
The stained-glass windows’ figures would start moving with song,
singing a heavenly music. The listener would float down the aisle,
slowly moving upward at first and then progressing at a quicker pace,
rising towards an immense ceiling which would open to the sky… as
this journey progressed, the speed of the traveler would increase,
rushing forward and upward. I wanted to create the sensation of
contemplation and quiet peace at the beginning, moving towards
the feeling of celebration and ecstatic expansion of the soul, all the
while singing along with that heavenly music…”
As the flute and clarinet separate, the latter climbing skyward, the ring of
Chinese reflex bells and crystal glasses create a nearly transparent texture,
and the music disappears as if it has drifted out of our sight.

Vltava (The Moldau)
Bedřich Smetana

b. 2 March 1824, Litomyšl, Bohemia, Czech Republic
d. 12 May 1884, Prague, Czech Republic
Smetana spent his life near Prague, and the history and culture of Bohemia
are inseparable from his music. At a time that the region was seeking
greater autonomy and influence in the Austro-Hungarian Empire, Smetana’s
operas helped create the Czech national school of composition. Having
established himself as a conductor early in his career, hearing loss drove
him to focus solely on composition.
One of the first projects to emerge from Smetana’s deafness was Vltava,
commonly called by its German name, Die Moldau. It is the second of six
symphonic poems from the composer’s Má vlast (My Country). Each work
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in the cycle depicted distinct elements of Bohemia’s landscape and culture,
from natural landscapes to historical events. Composed in a mere nineteen
days in November and December of 1874, Vltava portrays the river of the
same name that flows from the southern regions of modern Czechia north to
the Elbe. Smetana was intimately familiar with the landscape and is believed
to have conceived of this particular work on an outing near the confluence
of the river’s two tributaries, depicted in the opening of the work. The music
then takes us through a hunt in the Bohemian Forest, a village wedding, a
mystical moonlight scene, the Saint John’s rapids (today submersed by a
hydroelectric dam), and ends triumphantly at the Vyšehrad, the Medieval
fortress at the entrance of Prague that sits high above the Vltava.

S y m p h o n i e E s p a g n o l e i n D M i n o r, O p . 21
Édouard Lalo

b. 27 January 1823, Lille, France
d. 22 April 1892, Paris, France
Although his family had been in northern France for centuries, Lalo’s
association with the great Spanish violinist Pablo de Sarasate brought
him his greatest success. Along with Lalo’s violin concerto, this work was
premiered by Sarasate in 1874. As a hybrid of concerto and symphony,
the first movement of Symphonie Espagnole dramatically showcases the
soloist in a tightly constructed sonata form. The flamboyant solo part was
neatly tailored to Sarasate’s personality and technique, while the opposing
duple-triplet rhythms and minor inflections in the orchestra make the work
unmistakably Spanish in its inspiration.
Symphonie Espagnole remains Lalo’s best-known work. Along with Bizet’s
Carmen (premiered a month later), it helped inspire other interpretations of
Spanish music, from Rimksy-Korsakov’s Capriccio Espagnol to Debussy’s
Ibéria. At a time when native Spanish composition was largely unknown,
it helped inspire a new generation of Spanish composers like Manuel de
Falla and Enrique Granados, giving this unique cultural heritage a voice
in Classical music.
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Pini di Roma

Ottorino Respighi
b. 9 July 1879, Bologna, Italy
d. 18 April 1936, Rome, Italy
Although orchestras, concertos, and symphonies grew out of Italian musical
traditions from the 17th and 18th centuries, purely instrumental composition
took second place to opera on the peninsula throughout the 19th century
and well into the 20th. Respighi’s masterful orchestral works (despite
composing nearly a dozen operas) helped to change this pattern, most
notably with his three “Roman” symphonic poems.
Respighi had the good fortune to study with the leading instrumental
composer in 19th century Italy, Giuseppe Martucci, before studying with
the Russian master Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov. Beyond that, his music has
a sound quality that is all his own, first finding its full voice in his Fontane di
Roma in 1915. His first “sequel,” a naturalistic landscape based on Rome’s
pine trees, followed in 1924.
Pine Trees of Rome (program from score)
I.

The Pine Trees of the Villa Borghese

Children are at play in the pine groves of the Villa Borghese; they dance
round in circles, they play at soldiers, marching and fighting, they are
wrought up by their own cries like swallows at evening, they come and go
in swarms. Suddenly the scene changes, and
II.

Pine Trees Near a Catacomb

We see the shades of the pine trees fringing the entrance to a catacomb.
From the depth rises the sound of mournful psalm-singing, floating through
the air like a solemn hymn, and gradually and mysteriously disappearing.
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III.

The Pine Trees of the Janiculum

A quiver runs through the air; the pine trees of the Janiculum stand distinctly
outlined in the clear light of a full moon. A nightingale is singing.
IV.

The Pine Trees of the Appian Way

Misty dawn on the Appian Way: solitary pine trees guarding the magical
landscape; the muffled, ceaseless rhythm of unending footsteps. The
poet has a fantastic vision of bygone glories: trumpets sound and, in the
brilliance of the newly risen sun, a consular army bursts forth towards the
Sacred Way mounting in triumph to the Capitolium.
Program Notes by Randall Stewart

Jennifer Higdon

is one of America’s most acclaimed and most
frequently performed living composers. She has become a major figure in
contemporary Classical music, receiving the 2010 Pulitzer Prize in Music
for her Violin Concerto, a 2010 Grammy for her Percussion Concerto and
a 2018 Grammy for her Viola Concerto. Higdon enjoys several hundred
performances a year of her works, and blue cathedral is one of today’s
most performed contemporary orchestral works, with more than 500
performances worldwide. Her works have been recorded on more than
sixty CDs. Higdon’s first opera, Cold Mountain, won the International Opera
Award for Best World Premiere and the opera recording was nominated for
2 Grammy awards. She now holds the Rock Chair in Composition at The
Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia. Her music is published exclusively
by Lawdon Press.
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About Us
The DC Concert Orchestra Society (DCCOS) started out modestly in 2007
as an informal chamber music social media group. Since then, it has
grown tremendously, incorporating as a non-profit, 501(c)(3) charitable
arts organization in 2015, with three program offerings, serving the music
eduction and performance needs of over 600 member musicians throughout
the metropolitan area. Excluding the Music Director and administrative
office support, DCCOS is an all volunteer organization.
Classical Musicians of Metro DC (CM-MDC) facilitates loosely structured,
casual, chamber music rehearsal opportunities. The DC Chamber Musicians
(DCCM) provides music education and public performance opportunities.
The DC Concert Orchestra (DCCO) produces orchestral concerts.
The DC Concert Orchestra formed in 2011, and under the baton of Maestro
Randall Stewart, who joined DCCO in January, 2014, has rapidly become
one of Washington’s finest, volunteer, non-professional, full symphony
orchestras. The DCCO’s vision statement:

DCCO aspires to be the finest non-professional orchestra in the
DC metropolitan region, providing educational experiences and
musical growth for our members. We seek to explore a range
of familiar and lesser-known repertoire, including modern and
contemporary American music, to honor our heritage, promote
new works, and to develop a loyal, diverse audience.
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If you’d like to learn more about, or perhaps participate in the orchestra
and chamber music opportunities offered by DCCOS, please visit us at:
DCConcertOrchestra.org
dccos.org
www.meetup.com/CM-MDC

Board of Directors
Robert Myers, President
Jack Aubert, Secretary
Douglas Rathbun, Treasurer
Yolanda Cole
Katherine Mariska, ex officio
Randall Stewart, ex officio

Officers and Staff
Randall Stewart, Music Director
Robert Myers, Executive Director
Ma. Fátima Corona del Toro, Assistant Conductor
Will Esterling, Assistant Conductor
Yolanda Cole, Director of Development
Xavier Boudreaux, Assistant to the Executive Director
Cassie Conley, Music Librarian
Jack Aubert, Webmaster
Cecilia Stroud, Graphic Design
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Donors
Institutional

Sponsors

Connecticut Avenue Wine & Spirits
Hickok Cole Architects
Nadia Sophie Seiler Memorial Fund
New Orchestra of Washington

P l a t i n u m ($1000+)
Jack Aubert
Yolanda Cole
Cassie Conley
Robert Hood
JoAnn Lynn
Larry Medsker
Robert Myers

G o l d ($500-$999)
Dan Leathers
Rod Morgan
David Steinhorn
d’Andre Willis

S i l v e r ($250-$499)

Sandra Ames & Phil Chimento
Lois Gutowski
Patrick Manchester
John and Patricia Mariska
Randy Mueller
Julie Siegel
Lisa Wagner

B r o n z e ($100-$249)

Audrey Boles
John Cook
Danae Engelbrecht
Victor Frye
Domenica Gilbert
Christopher Herman
Philip Hopko
Kwame Lewis
Gaye Ludlow
Vesper Mei
Douglas Rathbun
Nina Skaya and Arthur Beckman
Susan Wilson

N i c k e l ($25-$99)
Ivan Acuna
Taemin Ahn
Susan Alexander
Sarah Brittman
Jon Byrne
Karin Caifa
Clio Chimento
Yolanda Cole
Lauren Dubransky
Deborah Edge
Kathleen Emergy
Michelle Fevola
Sean Forschler
Molly Gill
Edith Gilmore
Kelly Horein
Amanda Jenkins
Winn Johnson
Jules Kim
Shunya Kuroda
Mark Mollenhauer
Warren Mullison
Karin Peeters
Brad Peters
Jim Powers
Whitney Rakowski
Don Resnikoff
Susan Russo
Carson Smith
Kevin Stevens
Randall Stewart
Jean Stoner
Leslie Taylor
Hilary van Wagenen
Jenifer Long Weist

Cumulative for the 12 month period ending
April 30, 2019

To donate, visit

dccos.org/donate-DCCO
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Musicians
Violin I

Katherine Mariska,
Concertmaster

Danae Engelbrecht,
Asst. Concertmaster

Alex Cheng
Lovancy Ingram
Amanda Jenkins
Eugene Kim
Jules Kim
Patrick Manchester
Vesper Mei
Karin Peeters
Bradley Peters

Violin II

Michelle Fevola,
Principal

Clio Chimento
Asst. Principal

Robert Bigelow
Sarah Brittman
Wendy Chun
Evi Fuelle
Marcos Garcia-Torres
Rachelle Olinger
Cindy Zhang

Viola

Kelly Horein
Winn Johnson
Shunya Kuroda
Jim Powers
Victoria Rehder
Cecilia Stroud
d’Andre Willis

Tr u m p e t

Double Bass

Justin Boggess,

Douglas Rathbun,

Tr o m b o n e

Flute

Yolanda Cole,

Jason Ginsberg
Bob Schmertz

Robin Pike,

Tu b a

Andrea Weiss

Principal
Piccolo

Angela Thompson

Oboe

Nina Skaya,
Principal

JoAnn Lynn

Cello

Bassoon

Edward Fizdale
Christopher Herman
Juliet Hewes

Principal

Harp

Cassie Conley
Lauren Dubransky
Monica Greene
Claudia Huang
Rachel Lukens
Lisa Wagner
Samantha Wines

Principal

Horn

Nicholas Jacky*
Larry Medsker
Jacqueline Robertson*
Kimberly Parillo*

Taemin Ahn,

Philip Hopko,

Principal

Ivan Acuña
Will Schupmann
Ben Steger

Edith Gilmore
Holly Grosholz
Carson Smith
David Steinhorn
Leah Wolfeld

Principal

Susan Russo,
Principal

Randy Mueller,

English Horn

Clarinet

Jack Aubert,
Principal

Karin Caifa
Emily Isko
Audrey Boles,
Principal

Dan Leathers
Susan Wilson*,

Contrabassoon

Julie Siegel,
Principal

Don Resnikoff

Ti m p a n i

Andrew Schwartz*

Percussion

Aldo Rivera*
Nehemiah Russell*
Corey Sittinger*
Eva Tung*

Keyboards

Robert Staples
Daniel Wasse

* Guest Musician
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after the concert at The Hamilton
for an end of season,
post-concert gathering.
Meet the Maestro and the musicians.
Enjoy cake compliments of DCCO
Door prizes* for 6 lucky attendees.
The Hamilton is located a short 1-1/2 blocks from The Church of
the Epiphany at 600 14th St., NW (14th and F). As you exit the
church, turn right, cross 14th St., turn left and proceed down 14th
St. one block. The Hamilton will be on the corner. Please check in
at the DCCO reception table to ensure your chance at a door prize!
*6 bottles of fine wines and liquors, courtesy of Connecticut Avenue Wines
and Liquors.

